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15 US Code, § 41  Deceptive labeling law from the Federal Trade Commission Act that
relates to advertising requires that a product or service cannot be said to prevent
treat or cure human disease without substantiating the claim with scientific evidence.
Furthermore, it is illegal to use terms, phrases, or words with an intent to deceive. 
The 1905 Supreme Court case, Jacobson v Massachusetts, defines a vaccine as a substance
that prevents infection by a pathogen and also prevents spreading it to others. Martin
says Moderna, the manufacturer of a new Covid-RNA injection, describes its product not
as a vaccine, but as “gene-therapy technology” in SEC filings. This is because neither
Moderna or Pfizer (the other manufacturer of the injections) makes any claims about
their products creating immunity or preventing transmission. The best they can offer is
that it is expected to lessen symptoms. Moderna’s own clinical study says it is
“impractical to measure infection.” The New England Journal of Medicine and Lancet
reported that “no correlate of protection from SARS-CoV-2 has been established,” which
means that there is no evidence that the injections protect against anything.  Martin
concludes that Moderna and Pfizer are in violation of the Federal Trade Commission’s
Act, which prohibits deceptive practices.

Martin believes that gene-therapy technology is called vaccine technology in order to
qualify for the 1986 liability exclusion for vaccine manufacturers. This allows drug
companies to make billions without any liability or consequences when their products
cause injury or death.  -GEG
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David Martin said that Secretary of Department of Health and Human Services Alex Azar
has kept the state of emergency going, along with governors, mayors and unelected
officials, in order to maintain the liability shield under the emergency use
authorization rule.

David Martin, Bitchute

 

Watch the video on Bitchute at this link: 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/FDpGljkivjVm/

Transcript summary: 
https://www.davidmartin.world/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/BotW_transcript_01112
021.pdf
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